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P. Michigan. inv. 6060 is a dossier of two cases involving charges and counter-charges between priests
of Soknopaiou Nesos and a fellow villager named Harpagathes. The first column, dated to 18 October
123 (lines i.16-17), contains a petition to Eudemos, strategos of the Herakleides division of the
Arsinoite nome, from two priests of the village who claimed that another priest, Harpagathes, son of
Panomgeus and Taarpagathis, deluded and abducted two of their slaves, after the slaves had pilfered
some of their masters’ belongings (i.3-7). Harpagathes, as well as his wife Taouetis and a second
Harpagathes, son of Panephremmis, who were apparently acting as his surety, responded with an
official document (dhmÒ!io! xrhmati!mÒ!), promising either to return the slaves within thirty days or to
pay a sum to be adjudicated (i.7-12). But Harpagathes did none of these things, and the petition which
asks that Harpagathes and his accomplices be summoned to court was occasioned by his failure to
comply with the terms of the official document registered in the public archives and by his subsequent
disappearance in company with his wife and Harpagathes, the surety (i.12-16).
The second column, dated to 10 February 108, is the report of official proceedings conducted before
the strategos Claudius Asklepiades,2 who was investigating charges of arson. In the first instance, ‘a
certain Harpagathes’ had submitted a complaint (¶gklhma) against other priests of Soknopaiou Nesos
(ii.1-6), but during the hearing not only did the priests claim that this Harpagathes himself was the
arsonist, but unnamed others also submitted a petition to the effect that this same Harpagathes had
beaten them (ii.6-10). Claudius Asklepiades, however, intended to investigate only the case of arson,
and in common with the case in col. I, the Harpagathes at the center of the charges ultimately
disappeared (ii.10-17). This second column reproduces in more or less the same language the legal
proceedings recorded in BGU I 163 (= P. Berol. inv. 6946), a revised transcript of which appears below.
These revisions were initially made from a photograph kindly provided by Dr. G. Poethke and were
verified against the original in Berlin in mid-August, 1995. Although I had begun work on both the
Michigan and Berlin texts with photographs, these proved to be somewhat misleading, inducing me to
see ink where there was, in fact, only dirt and shadow, and inspection of the papyri themselves
fortunately brought deletion of the phantasmata. Both texts are clearly labeled ‘copy of a minute (from
judicial proceedings),’ ént¤grafon Ípomnhmati!moË, yet they differ slightly in wording at ii.13-14 (10)
and in orthography at ii.19 (14), underscoring the fact both are private copies made from an official
record that seems to have contained more information than was of interest to either party who required a
copy of the proceedings.3
Charges of arson were treated with utmost seriousness by Roman authorities,4 and as Aurelius
Isidoros of Karanis makes clear, it required considerable ingenuity on his part to discover the names of
1 I am grateful to Mrs. L.C. Youtie for drawing this text in the collection at the University of Michigan to my attention.

Professors D. Hagedorn and P.J. Sijpesteijn read earlier drafts of this paper, and I thank them for their many helpful
suggestions.
2 These same proceedings are also rrecorded in BGU I 163, a revised transcript for which appears below. The strategos’
nomen Claudius is difficult to read at the end of line 15 in the Berlin text; in the Michigan copy, however, the reading
KlaÊdio! ÉA[!klhpiãdh!] is clear (line 21), and hence the traces that remain at the end of BGU I 163.15 can now be
confidently read as KlaÊdio!. Yet because ‘KlaÊdio!’ was not read in the editio princeps, BGU I 163.15, this strategos
appears only as ‘Asklepiades’ in G. Bastianini - J. Whitehorne, Strategi and Royal Scribes of Roman Egypt, Florence 1987,
23. The date of BGU I 163 is wrongly given in the margin of the editio princeps as ‘9 January 108,’ but was subsequently
emended to ‘9 February 108’ (BL I, 434). This date fails to take into account the leap year of 107/108, and the correct date is
10 February 108, as also given in Bastianini-Whitehorne .
3 Cf. R.A. Coles, Reports of Proceedings in Papyri, Brussels 1966, 17.
4 R. Taubenschlag, The Law of Greco-Roman Egypt2 , Warsaw 1955, 461, although his reference to BGU II 589.9-10
should be removed. The petition BGU IV 1201 (Abusir el máláq, AD 2) gives a particularly stirring account of priests who
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the culprits who had burnt his grain on the threshing floor.5 Of particular help to Isidoros in his quest to
discover the malefactors were the village officials (demosioi) of Karanis, Sotas and Leonides, for they
not only gave information to the strategos’ assistant, when he came to investigate whether or not
Isidoros’ crops had, in fact, been burnt (P.Cair.Isid. 124.9-12), but they also were instrumental in
confirming Isidoros’ suspicions about the names of the perpetrators — two men from Karanis and one
from Ptolemais Nea (P.Cair.Isid. 66.12-17; 67.16-21). In the present case from Soknopaiou Nesos
nearly two centuries earlier the komogrammateus Ptolemaios has carried out some preliminary
investigations about the charge of arson Harpagathes filed against the priests and the counter-charge
they made against Harpagathes and against Hermaios, son of Achaios. Ptolemaios says that the priests
are innocent of wrong-doing and that he regards Hermaios and Harpagathes as the guilty parties (ii.1112). The strategos asks Ptolemaios and the village officials (demosioi ? and the archephodos) to make
formal declarations about what they know (ii.13-14). Ptolemaios asks for 5 additional days before
making his declaration, and the strategos grants him the extension, during which time he is to search out
the missing Harpagathes (ii.15-17).
A single hand wrote out the two columns of the Michigan text on a large sheet of papyrus in a
flowing and practiced cursive.6 A kollesis occurs at 14.5 cm. from the left margin, with overlap of ca. 2
cm., thus accounting for discoloration at midpoint in the photograph. Only a top margin of 2.3 cm. is
preserved intact. Little text, however, has been lost at the left margin of the column i, and except for line
7, where damage is extensive, the letters lost, ranging from one to five, can usually be restored with
some confidence. The right margin of the column i is likewise intact for most lines and frequently
extends into the intercolumnar space with line-fillers; loss of text is again never so extensive as to
obscure meaning. The second column is separated from the first by blank space of about 1.5 cm., and
portions of a top margin of 2.3 cm. are likewise preserved for column ii. Further, a bottom margin of 3
cm. is preserved only for column ii. At the same time, column ii has suffered extensive damage — the
surface is everywhere abraded and the text breaks off along the right edge of the papyrus about the
midpoint of each line. The left margin, however, is intact for the first seven lines; in lines 8-13 the
damage at left is more severe, but in lines 14-24 the loss at left is once again less, varying from only one
to four letters. Were it not for the copy of the same proceedings in BGU I 163, little would be known
about the contents of the Michigan papyrus. The Berlin copy of the proceedings before the strategos is
well preserved for its first 9 lines, but thereafter holes in the papyrus also impair the reading of this text.
Even so, the patterns of destruction and the formats of the two copies differ sufficiently so that one copy
of the judicial hearing sometimes supplements readings in the other copy. That is, the Michigan copy
was written out in 23 lines with an average of 41 letters to the line and a range of from 36 letters in line
ii.5 to 47 letters in ii.1-2. The Berlin copy was written out in 17 lines with an average of 57 letters to the
line and a range of from 51 letters in line 2 to 61 letters in line 9. The text of BGU I 163 has also
benefited from comparison with the meager remains in P.Mich. inv. 6060, for except for a correction
(line 1) and two suggestions (for line 8 by Wilcken and for line 12 by Viereck), recorded in the
‘Berichtigungen und Nachträge’ of BGU I, page 357, the text of the editio princeps by Krebs has
remained as first printed.
discovered fire in the temple of Sarapis near Busiris — they shouted to the village for help, and a village gymnasiarch (one
of the last to be mentioned), the elders, and others rushed out in response. To Taubenschlag’s list, add the decurion’s letter
O.Flor. 2 (+ BL VIII, 518, AD II), asking that the civilian who set fire to reeds be dispatched to him, and the impious
Neikokeitai (= Boukoloi) who burned one village and plundered another (P.Thmouis I, col. 104.13-15 and 116.4-6).
5 See P.Cair.Isid. 65-67, petitions to the strategos and the prefect, and 124, the report from the strategos’ assistant
(hyperetes), who had been dispatched to inspect the crops destroyed by fire prior to the identification of the malefactors. For
a petition to a centurion by an Arsinoite resident at Karanis about grain burnt on the thresing floor at the village of Ptolemais
Nea., see BGU II 651 (= MChres.111, Karanis, AD 192).
6 In neither copy is the strategos’ note that he has read the copy (én°gnvn) in a different hand, and the backs of both
papyri are blank.
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The copying of the two documents in P. Mich. inv. 6060 onto a single sheet of papyrus sometime
after 18 October 123 shows that the judicial proceeding of 10 February 108 remained of interest
considerably after its dramatic date. Yet, were the petition and the hearing not joined on a single sheet of
papyrus, there would be no compelling reason to associate them one with the other, since the charges
are different in nature and are separated by more than fifteen years. Common features are few: priests
from Soknopaiou Nesos, a komogrammateus named Ptolemaios, and a trouble-maker named
Harpagathes with a penchant for disappearing when involved in legal disputes. The priests in the two
situations are different: Stotoetis, son of Panephremmis, and Stotoetis, son of Stotoetis the elder, are the
petitioners to the strategos in the petition of column i from AD 123; in the proceedings before the
strategos in AD 108 recorded in column ii, the priests seem to be nameless, summoned to court by the
komogrammateus, together with Pekysis, son of Pekysis, and Tryphon, son of Panephremmis, because
they had been accused of arson by Harpagathes. The Ptolemaios in 108 was komogrammateus of
Soknopaiou Nesos, but the Ptolemaios of 123 was komogrammateus of Neilopolis and Soknopaiou
Nesos.7 They are surely different men, since the name is a common one, and the office of
komogrammateus, compulsory by the next generation, is unlikely to have been held by the same person
over the course of fifteen years.8 The Harpagathes of 108 is styled simply ‘a certain Harpagathes’ (ii.6),
while the man involved in the dispute of 123 is identified fully as ‘Harpagathes, a priest, son of Panomgeus and Taarpagathis, grandson of Petepsaïs (?, see note ad loc.), and husband of Taouetis, daughter of
Stotoetis’ (i.3-4). As noted above, anti-social behavior on the part of Harpagathes and his repeated
disappearances do seem to offer a common thread running between the two texts, and modern
Americans with their preoccupations with crime and criminals at many levels in society might choose to
see the dossier as a ‘rap-sheet,’ assembled to document the criminal career of Harpagathes from his
early years as an obscure and petty arsonist to his mature notoriety some 15 years later as an
accomplished con-artist and clever thief, not only with a wife and a friend who abetted him in his
crimes, but well-known to authorities in more than a single community. But the modern perspective is
not necessarily the Greco-Roman one, and the motive for copying petition and judicial proceedings onto
a single sheet of papyrus may no longer be deducible.
P. Mich. inv. 6060
after 18 October 123

29 x 21.5 cm.

Soknopaiou Nesos
Tafel III

Col. I

4

8

[EÈdÆm]ƒ` !trathg“ ÉAr!inoe¤tou ÑHrakle¤dou mer¤do!
[p]a`[r]å` %[to]toÆtio! toË Panefr°mmio! ka‹ %totoÆtio! toË %totoÆtio! p`[re!b(ut°rou)]
[t«n] duÚ épÚ k≈mh! %oknopa¤ou NÆ!ou ﬂer°vn. ÑArpagãyh! Pa`[no]m[g]°`v`! t`o`Ë` P`e`t`e`c`ãito! mhtrÚ! Taarpagãyio! ﬂereÁ! épÚ t∞! aÈt∞! k≈[mh!]
[c]uxagvgÆ!a! doulikå !≈mata dÊo, toË m¢n %totoÆtio! Panefr°mmio!,
[ ÑV]r`¤`vna, toË d¢ •t°rou %totoÆtio! %vthr¤da, éfane›! §po¤h!en Íf``[airou-]
[m]°`nou!` [ka¤ t]i`[n]a t«n ≤met°rvn: ka‹ §grãcanto ≤me›n diå dhmos¤ou x[rh-]
[ma]ti!moË t“ ÉEpe‹f mhn‹ toË dielhluyÒto! z (¶tou!) ÑAdrianoË Ka¤!aro! to[Ë kur¤ou]

7 The komogrammateia of Neilopolis and Soknopaiou Nesos was also combined in AD 184 and 206-210 (see note ad

ii.3-4 [3]). For Neilopolis, D. Bonneau, ‘Niloupolis du Fayuum,’ XVe Congr. IV, Brussels 1979, 259; for Soknopaiou Nesos,
D. H(obson) Samuel, ‘Greeks and Romans at Socnopaiu Nesos,’ XVI Congr., Chico 1981, 389-402, and D. Hobson,
‘Agricultural Land and Economic Life in Soknopaiou Nesos,’ BASP 21, 1984, 89-109.
8 So common is the name ‘Ptolemaios’ for Fayum komogrammateis, that a number are functioning in the villages during
the II AD — e.g. at Bacchias in AD 119, P.Mich. III 170, and in AD 151, P.Oslo III 97; at Philadelphia in AD 129, P.Phil. 7;
at Karanis in AD 190, BGU XIII 2233. For the leiturgic character of the komogrammateia, by AD 136, see P.Leit. 11 (= SB
VIII 10203), and N. Lewis, The Compulsory Services of Roman Egypt, Florence 1982, 37.
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[m]et' §ngÊ`ou t∞! •autoË gunaikÚ! TaouÆtio! %totoÆtio! toË ÉOnn≈f[rio]!`
[ka‹] ÑArpagãyou Panefr°mmio! toË %ataboËto! ﬂer°v! épÚ t∞! k≈mh!
[p]a`ra!t∞!ai ≤me›n tå aÈtå !≈mata §n ≤m°rai! triãkonta µ _ `´ épo`d`[o]Ënai
[t]Ø`n §pikriyh!om°nhn aÈt«n teimÆn: §pe‹ oÔn t∞! proye!m¤a! parelyoÊ[!h]! oÈd¢n toÊtvn §po¤h!en ı ÑArpagãyh!, éllå ka‹ éfanØ! §g°neto !`Án tª
[gu]naik‹ ka‹ t“ §nguhtª ÑArpagãy˙, éjioËmen progr[a]f∞nai aÈtoÁ! prÚ!
[tÚ + 4]e`i`n` tÚn lÒgon prÚ! aÈtoÊ!: parey°`m`e`[y]a` d`°` !oi toË xrhmati!moË
[tÚ ént¤grafon. ]` [` ]` eu`ro` ! Íphr°th! met[a]d°dvka.. (¶tou!) ÙgdÒou
[ÑAdrianoË Ka¤!ar]o! toË kur¤ou Fa«fi k- [(vac. ?)]. Ptolema›o! kvmvgram[mateÁ! §pid°d]vka tØn prokeim°nhn pr[o!f]≈nh!in ka‹ dhl« éfa[ne›! e‰nai §p‹ toË] parÒnto! toÁ! progegramm[°no]u`! ÑArpagã[yh]n Pa[nom-]
[g°v! ka‹ Taou∞tin %toto]Æ`t`[io!] k`a‹ ÑArpagãyh`n` Pan[efr°mmio]!. (¶tou!) h ÑAdr[ianoË]
[Ka¤!aro! toË kur¤ou, month and day.]

1 leg. ÉAr!ino¤tou. 4 pap. p¨¨¨¨`¨¨¨¨`¨¨¨¨`¨¨¨¨`aÛto!. 7 and 11 leg. ≤m›n. 9 leg. §ggÊou. 11 _ `´ apo ex kata (see
note ad loc.). 12 leg. timÆn. 14 leg. §gguhtª.

Notes to column i:
1. Eudemos was first attested as strategos on 18 March 119 (P. Corn. I 16.ii.1 + BASP 28, 1991, 19-27) and in P. Phil. 3.9
(plus BL V, 84) he was associated with the prefect Haterius Nepos, in office from summer 120 to at least summer 124.
This text shows Eudemos still in office on 18 October 123, perhaps indicating that he was the direct predecessor of
Claudius Didymus alias Geminus, first attested as strategos in summer of 124 (P.Münch. III.1 66 i.1 + P.Amh. II 66, the
earliest date in that dossier being 10 July 124). Cf. G. Bastianini - J. Whitehorne, Strategi and Royal Scribes of Roman
Egypt, Florence 1987, 24-25.
2. Stotoetis is one of the most common names at Soknopaiou Nesos (D. H[obson] Samuel, ZPE 37, 1980, 255-59). Neither
Stotoetis, son of Panephremmis, nor Stotoetis, son of Stotoetis the elder, however, can be identified with other bearers
of the name in previously published papyri. Cf. e.g., P.Münch. III.1 107.4, for both a Stotoetis the elder and Stotoetis
the younger at Soknopaiou Nesos in AD 138.
3. Harpagathes, son of Panomgeus and Taarpagathis, grandson of Petepsaïs, is previously unattested, unless he is the same as
‘a certain Harpagathes’ in ii.6 (see introduction).
4. t`o`Ë` Pe`t`e`c`ãito!: the name is doubtfully read. It was popular in Middle and Upper Egypt, but poorly attested for the
Fayum. Names ending in -ãÛ! which appear frequently in the Fayum do not fit the traces — Papãi! is too short,
Paxomcãi!, too long. Pe`m`c`ãi! is perhaps paleographically possible, if mu were sufficiently broad, but that name is
often treated as an indeclinable in Fayum documents, and when the genitive does appear, it is more frequently
Pem!ãev! or Pem!ãio!.
6. [ÑV]r`¤`vna: for Horion and Soteris as names for slaves, see I. Biežuƒska-Małowist, L’esclavage dans l’Égypte grécoromaine. Seconde partie: période romaine, Warsaw 1977, 176-77: a ‘Soteris the slave’ recurs at Soknopaiou Nesos a
generation later, but her mistress was Soeris, daughter of Stotoetis and wife of Stotoetis (Stud. Pal. XXII 36.8-9, AD
145), and Horion was one of two slaves involved in a division of property in the Arsinoite nome in the II AD (P.Mert.
III 122.6).
6-7. §po¤hsen. . .ka‹ §grãcanto: the unannounced change of subject is abrupt, and the construction ad sensum is not made
clear until the introduction of Harpagathes’ accomplices in lines 9-10. The attention of the petition returns in line 13 to
Harpagathes as the only subject of §po¤h!en and §g°neto, for he was the villain and central figure in the accusation.
7-8. diå dhmos¤ou x[rh]|[ma]ti!moË: cf. P. Oxy. II 237 iv.39 and viii.35 and SB VIII 9873.10-11. It was this official
registration of the document that endowed it with legal validity and gave the petitioners some hope for recovery of their
loss.
9. Taouetis, daughter of Stotoetis, son of Onnophris, is not identifiable in previously published papyri, although her name,
like that of her father and grandfather, is common at Soknopaiou Nesos (cf. e.g. SB VI 8980.7-8, AD 205).
9-10. [m]et' §ng[Ê]ou: one expects met' §ggÊvn, for both Harpagathes’ wife Tatouetis and the other Harpagathes were
involved and they also disappeared together with Harpagathes, the villain (lines 18-20). In line 14 Harpagathes ‘the
surety’ is again referred to as §gguhtÆ!, an identification that distinguishes him from Harpagathes the villain.
10. Harpagathes, son of Panephremmis, grandson of Satabous, priest, cannot be identified with certainty in previously
published papyri, although Harpagathes, son of Panephremmis, is known in other II AD texts from Soknopaiou Nesos
(e.g. BGU XIII 2263.18 and P.Vindob. Tand. 25a ii.11).
10. épÚ t∞! k≈mh!: one expects épÚ t∞! aÈt∞! k≈mh!, but it was not written. Cf. also line 14 and note ad loc.
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11. µ _ `´ épo`d`[o]Ënai: the scribe first wrote µ kata, and then corrected to µ _ `´ épo`d`[o]Ënai, without removing the
vertical stroke of the kappa. Spacing makes it unlikely that he considered the stroke an otiose addition to ≥ (i.e. ≥i).
14. [tÚ + 4]e`i`n` tÚn lÒgon prÚ! aÈtoÊ!: apparently [tÚ m°n]`ei``n` tÚn lÒgon prÚ! aÈtoÊ!, although one expects tÚ m°nein
≤m›n tÚn lÒgon prÚ! aÈtoÊ!. The space available, however, is insufficient for [tÚ m°nein ≤m]e`›`n` tÚn lÒgon prÚ!
aÈtoÁ! (for which phrase, see e.g. BGU XI 2069.10-13, P.Cair.Isid. 69.31, P.Harris II 200.14, P.Mich. VI 423.24-25,
etc.). Cf. also above, line 10 and note ad loc.
16. For the Íphr°th! as the subordinate in the office of the strategos who communicates (metadidÒnai) a copy of the
charges to the party or parties involved, see S. Strassi, ‘Problemi relativi alla diffusione delle disposizioni
amministrative nell’Egitto romano: Il ruolo degli hyperetai e le formule di trasmissione dei documenti,’ pp. 504-507 in
Proceedings of the 20th International Congress of Papyrologists, Copenhagen, 23-29 August, 1992, Adam BülowJacobsen, ed., Copenhagen 1994. A list of Íphr°tai t∞! !trathg¤a! is found in P.Lugd. Bat. XXV 32, note ad 21 (p.
154), and for hyperetai serving in other administrative offices, see S. Strassi, ‘Problemi relativi alla diffusione delle
disposizioni amministrative nell’Egitto romano,’ ZPE 96, 1993, 89-107, espec. pp. 102-104 and notes ad loc. See also
the earlier discussion by H. Kupiszewski - J. Modrzejewski, ‘UPHRETAI: Étude sur les fonctions et le rôle des hyperètes
dans l’administration civile et judiciaire de l’Égypte gréco-romaine,’ JJP 11, 1957, 141-66, and the interesting PSI
Congr. XI 9.15-18, an attempt to recover a defaulted loan: ˜p`[er ka‹ dhmo!]i≈!a! §p' Ù]|nÒm[a]t`o! toË [aÈtoË]
Dion`u`!¤[o]u to›! Ípoxr°oi`[!] diå !trathgikoË | Íphr°tou, Oxy. AD 161-62.
16-17. (¶tou!) ÙgdÒou | [ÑAdrianoË Ka¤!ar]o! toË kur¤ou Fa«fi k-: 18 October AD 123.

Translation of P. Mich. inv. 6060, column i
To Eudemos, strategos of the Arsinoite (nome), Herakleides division, from Stotoetis, son of
Panephremmis, and Stotoetis, son of Stotoetis the elder, two priests from the village of Soknopaiou
Nesos. Harpagathes, son of Panomgeus and Taarpagathis, grandson of Petepsaïs (?), a priest from the
same village, having duped two slaves, Horion, belonging to Stotoetis, son of Panephremmis, and
Soteris, belonging to the other Stotoetis, caused them to disappear, after they also stole some things of
ours. They then wrote to us by means of an officially registered document in Epeiph of the past 7th year
of Hadrian Caesar our lord with the surety of his wife Taouetis, daughter of Stotoetis, granddaughter of
Onnophris, and of Harpagathes, son of Panephremmis, grandson of Satabous, priest from the (same)
village, that they would present these same slaves to us within thirty days, or pay back the price for
them that was to be determined. Since, when the appointed time went by, Harpagathes did none of these
things, but also disappeared together with his wife and Harpagathes the surety, we ask that they be
served with a written summons in order to retain the claim against them; we have enclosed for you a
copy of their document. I, ...euros, servant, have transmitted (it). Year 8 of Hadrian Caesar our Lord, 20
Phaophi. I, Ptolemaios, village scribe, have submitted the above sworn declaration and I declare that at
present the aforementioned Harpagathes, son of Panomgeus, Taouetis, daughter of Stotoetis, and Harpagathes, son of Panephremmis, have disappeared. Year 8 of Hadrian Caesar our lord, [month and day].
Col. II

4

8

12

(10 February 108; restorations are from BGU I 163, for which see below)
É Ant¤grafon Ípomnhmat`[i!moË: (¶tou!) *i*a AÈtokrãtoro! Ka¤!aro!]
N°roua` TraianoË %eba!toË Ger[manikoË DakikoË Mexe‹r i*e.]
Ptolema›o! kvmvgram[mateÁ! Ne¤lou pÒlev! ka‹]
%oknop`[a]¤`ou NÆ!ou para!t[Æ!a! PekË!in PekÊ!io!]
ka‹ TrÊf`[v]n`a Panefr°mm`[io! ka‹ toÁ! !Án aÈt“]
épÚ %`[ok]n`o`pa¤ou NÆ!ou ﬂere›`[! e ful(∞!). ÑArpagãyh! ti!]
¶`[gkl]hmã !oi d°dvke katå to[Êtvn per‹ §mprh!moË]
k`[a‹ éf]a`n`Ø`! §g°neto. fa!‹ [oﬂ parÒnte! §ke›non mçl-]
[lon toËto] p`epoihk°nai`, ka‹ g[år êlloi …! plhg°nte!]
[ÍpÚ aÈtoË énafÒ]rion ded≈k`a!in. [ı !trathgÒ!: tÚ per‹]
[toË §mprh!m]o`Ë` z`ht« pÒ`te §g°n[eto ka‹ t¤ éphrgÆ!ato.]
[Ptolema›o]!: oÈd¢n deinÚn [§g°neto, xrh!tÆria går`` tå]
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[ﬁdivtik]å mÒna §neprÆ!y[h, oﬂ d' §p˙ti«nto ÑErma›on ??]
[ÉA]xa¤o[u] è`l`Ò`n`te!. ı !tr`a`t`h`g`[Ò!: pÒteron ±d¤kh!an tÚn]
[pr]oke¤menon, µ par°!th!a!; [Ptolema›o!: oÎ. ı !trathgÒ!:]
[t¤]n``a Íponoe›! !Án toÊtƒ p[epoihk°nai; Ptolema›o!: ˘! g°go-]
[ne ?]n éfanÆ!`. ı !trathgÒ!: p[er‹ œn !Á o‰da!, aÈtÒ!]
[moi] pro!f`≈`[n]h!on, ı`m`o`¤`v`! d[¢ ka‹ oﬂ dhmÒ!ioi ? ka‹]
[ı ér]x°fodo`! per‹ œn ‡!a!i p`r`[o!fvnh!ãtv!an. Ptolema›o!:]
[!ugx]≈rh!Òn moi tå m°xri e`[ﬁkãdo! ·na metå taËta]
[pro!]f≈nh!v. KlaÊdio! ÉA[!klhpiãdh! ı !trathgÒ!: ¶-]
[xei!] p`°`n`[te ≤]m`°`r`a! §n aÂ! ka‹` to`[Ëton zhthy∞nai po¤h-]
[!on.] ÉAn°gnvn.
3. leg. kvmogram 19 pap. Û!a!i.

BGU I 163 (plus BL I, p. 23 = BGU I, p. 357)
Tafel IV
ÉAnt¤grafon Ípomnhmati!moË: (¶tou!) *i*a AÈtokrãtoro! Ka¤!aro! N°roua
TraianoË %eba!toË GermanikoË DakikoË Mexe‹r i*e. (vac.) Ptolema›o!
kvmogrammateÁ! Ne¤lou pÒlev! ka‹ %oknopa¤ou NÆ!ou para!tÆ!a!
4
PekË!in PekÊ!io! ka‹ TrÊfvna Panefr°mmio! ka‹ toÁ! !Án` aÈt“ épÚ
%oknopa¤ou NÆ!o[u] ﬂe[r]e`›`!` e ful(∞!). ÑArpagãyh! ti! ¶nklhmã !oi d°d[v]ke katå
toÊtvn per‹ §mprh!moË ka‹ é[f]anØ! §g°neto. fa!‹ oﬂ parÒnte! §ke›non
mçllon toËto pepoihk°nai, ka‹ går êlloi …! plhg°nte! ÍpÚ aÈtoË énafÒrion
8
ded≈ka!i. (vac.) ı !trathgÒ!: tÚ per‹ toË §mprh!mo[Ë] zht« [pÒ]te [§g]°neto ka‹
t¤ éphrgÆ!ato. Ptolema›o!: oÈd¢n deinÚn §g°ne`[t]o`, [xrh]!`t`Æ`ria går` [tå] ﬁdivtikå
[m]Òna §neprÆ!yh, o`ﬂ d' §p`[˙ti«]nto`` ÑErma›on [tÚn ka‹ ` ` `]n ÉAxa¤[o]u``. ı ![tr]athgÒ[!:]
[pÒt]e`ron ±d¤kh[!an tÚn proke¤]m`e`non, µ pa[r°!th!a!;] Ptolema›`o!: oÎ. ı !tra12
[thgÒ!: t¤n]a Íponoe›! [!Án toÊtƒ p]epoihk°na[i; Ptolema›o!: ˘! g°gone ?]n éfanÆ!.
[ı !trathg]Ò`!: per‹ œn !Á` [o‰da!, aÈ]tÒ! moi pro[!f≈nh!on, ımo¤]v`!` d¢ ka‹ oﬂ`
[dhmÒ!ioi ?] k`a`‹` ı` é`r`x`°fodo[! per]‹ œn e‡!a!i [pro!fvnh!ãtv]!an. Ptol[ema›o!:]
!un[x≈r]h!Òn moi tå [mexr‹ eﬁkã]do! ·na metå [taËta pro!fvnÆ]!v. KlaÊd[io!]
16
ÉA!klhpiãdh! ı !trathg[Ò!: ¶xei! p°nt]e` ≤m°ra! §n [aÂ! ka‹ toËton] zhthy∞na[i]
po¤hson. ÉAn°gnvn.
________________
5. leg. ¶gklhma.

14 leg. ‡sasi.

15. leg. sug[x≈r]h!on. pap. Ûna.

Notes to column ii (Line numbers in parentheses are to BGU I 163):
1 (1). For the formulae affixed to the beginning of copies of judicial proceedings, and their variations, see R.A. Coles,
Reports of Proceedings in Papyri, Brussels 1966, 29-32; on page 30, note 1, Coles lists other copies of proceedings that
omit the name of the presiding official at the beginning of the excerpt (but cf. below, note ad 7 [5]).
1-2 (1-2). (¶tou!) *i*a` AÈtokrãtoro! Ka¤!aro!] | N°roua` TraianoË %eba!toË Ger[manikoË DakikoË Mexe‹r i*e ]: 10
February 108.
3-4 (3). kvmvgram[mateÁ! Ne¤lou pÒlev! ka‹] | %oknop`[a]¤`ou NÆ!ou: a komogrammateus was also administering the two
villages in AD 184 (Stud.Pal. XXII 37.2), and again in AD 206-210 (P.Lond. III 1220.2 + BL VII, 89-90). In a
document from AD 50 the grapheion was said to be common to Neilopolis, Soknopaiou Nesos, and Herakleia (BGU I
237.3-4).
7 (5). !oi: the strategos Claudius Asklepiades (s.v. ‘Asklepiades’ in G. Bastianini - J. Whitehorne, Strategi and Royal Scribes
of Roman Egypt, Florence 1987, 23) is mentioned by name and title only just before he gives his ruling in line 21 (1516). For other examples, Coles, Reports, 51.
13-14 (10). [oﬂ d' §p˙ti«nto ÑErma›on ?] | [ÉA]xa¤o[u`] è`l`Ò`n`te!, but in (10), o`[ﬂ] d' §p`[˙ti«]nto`` ÑErma›on [tÚn ka‹ ` ` `]n
ÉAxa¤[o]u`. That is, the Michigan copy (with 40 letters in line 13) seems not to have space for recording the alias of
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Hermaios, requiring about 10 more letter spaces (tÚn ka‹ ` ` `n ), but does include in line 14 the participle è`l`Ò`n`te!,
apparently referring to the men accused by Harpagathes in his complaint, who, after they were apprehended, made a
counter-charge against Hermaios. On the other hand, the Berlin copy certainly omitted the participle èlÒnte! in line 10,
but included the alias of Hermaios — seemingly a very short name, such as äVro!. This man seems not to have
appeared in the papyri published up to now.
For §p˙ti«nto, see the judicial proceedings in MChr. 93.17-18 (=P.Stras. 41, Antinoopolis ca. AD 250): ÉA`nnian“ t“
≤gemo`n`eÊ!anti ≤ ≤met°ra (mÆthr) bibl¤d[i]on §p°dvken, §phtiatai (corrected to §p˙tiçto by Preisigke, WB col. 525,
s.v. §paitiãomai) per‹ t`o`Êtvn aÈt«n, énep°mf`[yh eﬁ! tØn §pi!tra]|thg¤an ... .
14-15 (11). [tÚn] | [pr]oke¤menon: sc. ÑArpagãyhn, rather than ÑErma›on, since Harpagathes’ ¶gklhma (line 7 [5]) initiated
the investigation of the arson. As a result some people were taken into custody (è`l`Ò`n`te!, line 14) and they made
counter-charges against Hermaios (13 [10]) and against Harpagathes (8-10 [6-8]). When asked by the strategos,
Ptolemaios makes clear that he neither believed the charges in Harpagathes’ complaint, nor did he take formal actions
against those Harpagathes accused of arson (14-15 [10-11]).
15 (11). Ptolema›o!: oÎ: For ‘No’ (oÎ) as the simple answer to a question in proceedings before a magistrate, see SB VI
9050 ii.8. For ‘No’ and ‘Yes’ (na¤) as introductory to longer statements, see P.Oxy. XLII 3074.11 and P.Phil. 3.20. Cf.
also Ammonios’ reply to Nikantinous in the proceedings recorded in P.Vindob.Tand. 8.5-6 8AD III-IV): after Nikantinous claims that he gave 6 talents to Ammonios because Ammonios said that Gounthos had need of them, Ammonios
exclaims, ‘No way, he’s lying!’ (oÈd¢n [toÊ]tvn. ceÊdeta[i]!).
16 (12). !Án toÊtƒ: sc. !Án ÑErma¤ƒ. At least this was the way in which Ptolemaios understood the strategos’ question, since
his response (˘! g°go]|[ne ?]n éfanÆ!) points expressly to Arpagathes.
16-17 (12). [˘! g°go]|[ne ?]n éfanÆ!` in P.Mich. inv. 6060 and [˘! g°gone ?]n éfanÆ! in BGU I 163, but [˜! §!]|[ti]n éfanÆ!`
and [˜! §!ti]n éfanÆ! seem equally possible for sense. Considerations of space seem not determining: with [g°none]n,
7 letters divided over lines 16 and 17 in P.Mich. inv. 6060, with line 16 a line of 47 letters and line 17 one of 37 letters
(Mich.), 61 letters BGU 163.12; with [§!tin], 5 letters divided over lines 16 and 17 in Mich., with line 16 a line of 45
letters and line 17 one of 37 letters (Mich.), 59 letters in BGU 163.12.
18-19 (13-14). [dhmÒ!ioi ?] in P.Mich. inv. 6060 and [dhmÒ!ioi ?] in BGU I 163, but [pre!bÊteroi ?] seems equally
plausable for sense. Considerations of space hardly weigh: with dhmÒ!ioi, 8 letters in a line of 38 letters (Mich.), or a
line of 58 letters (BGU); with pre!bÊteroi, 11 letters in a line of 41 letters (Mich.) or a line of 61 letters (BGU). Either
suits the context. For the involvement of local officials in cases of arson (oﬂ dhmÒ!ioi), see P.Cair.Isid. 66-67 and 124
(and above, introduction). The komogrammateus Petaus employs dhmÒ!ioi as a generic term for ‘local officials’ in the
grafa‹ dhmo!¤vn he forwarded to the strategos, with the pre!bÊteroi and érx°fodo! heading his lists (P.Petaus 6667). Nonetheless, the archephodos is not infrequently said to be acting in concert with the demosioi, as in P.Wisc. I 24.2
(II-III AD, Philadelphia), where a procurator asked the archephodos and the demosioi either to hand over to his agents
several men, accused of malfeasance by inhabitants of the village, or they have the alternative of presenting themselves
to him; and in P.Oxy. I 69.10 (AD 190), in which the archephodos and the other demosioi are inspecting a door that had
been battered in.
19 (14). In inv. 6060 ‡!a!i, but in BGU I 163, e‡!a!i.
19-23 (15-17). For an extension of time in order to complete an investigation, see also P.Mil.Vogl. I 25 iv: Demetrios,
freedman of Herakleides, was involved with Paulinos in a lengthy legal procedure before the strategos. Crucial to
Demetrios’ case was the appearance in court of his wealthy friend Deios, son of Atrenos, who, Demetrios claimed, held
the signed document that would resolve the case. Paulinos’ advocate Palamedes has already made fun of this witness,
about whose name there was apparently some confusion, asking ‘Doesn’t Deios know who he is and where he comes
from?’ (iii.16-22). The strategos asks Demetrios how many days he needs to produce Deios (§n ˜!a[i]! [≤m]°rai! tÚn
De›on para!tÆ!ei!;, iv.7-8). When Demetrios asks for 15 days, the strategos tells him that what was said has been
entered into the minutes, but that in place of the 15 days Demetrios requested, he will give him a total of 30 days in
which to produce Deios and the signed document (iv.9-12, and, in particular, d¤[dvm¤] !oi ˜la! triãkonta §n aÂ!
par[a!tÆ!]ein tÚn | D›on).
21-22 (16). [¶-|xei!] | p`e`n`[t`e` ≤]m`°`r`a!: the proceedings were on 15 Mecheir (10 February 108). Ptolemaios asked for an
extension until the 20th (tå mexr‹ e`[ﬁkãdo!]), and the strategos granted to him the 5-day extension he requested.
22 (16): to`[Ëton], rather than to`[Êtou!], since only Harpagathes seems to be missing (cf. [˘! g°go]|[ne ?]n éfanÆ! in lines
16-17 [12]).
23 (17). The paragraphos that appears after line 17 in BGU I 163 was not set after line 23 in the Michigan copy. The purpose
of the paragraphos was to show that the excerpt was complete (cf. H.C. Youtie, ‘A Reconsideration of P.Oxy. I 40,’
Festschrift ... Oertel, Bonn 1964, 25 = Scriptiunculae II, Amsterdam 1973, 883, and also, ‘A Rule of Precedent,’
Scriptiunculae Posteriores I, Bonn 1981, 415 = ZPE 27, 1977, 125).

Translation of P. Mich. inv. 6060, col. II = BGU I 163:
Copy of a minute (from judicial proceedings). Year 11 of Emperor Caesar Nerva Trajan Augustus
Germanicus Dacicus, 15 Mecheir.
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Ptolemaios, komogrammateus of Neilopolis and Soknopaiou Nesos, having produced in court
Pekysis, son of Pekysis, and Tryphon, son of Panephremmis, and his associates, priests of
the 5th tribe, from Soknopaiou Nesos: ‘A certain Harpagathes submitted to you an
accusation of arson against them and then disappeared. Those present say that he did this
rather, and, in fact, others have submitted a petition to the effect that they were beaten by
him.’
The strategos: ‘I am investigating the charge of arson, when it happened and what was the result.’
Ptolemaios: ‘Nothing serious happened, for only private furnishings were burned, but they, when
apprehended, kept accusing Hermaios alias ..os, son of Achaios.’
The strategos: ‘Did they wrong the aforementioned, or did you produce (them) in court?’
Ptolemaios: ‘No.’
The strategos: ‘Whom do you suspect acted with him?’
Ptolemaios: ‘(The one) who has disappeared.’
The strategos: ‘Report to me concerning the things you know, and, in similar fashion, let the
officials and the chief of police also report concerning what things they know.’
Ptolemaios: ‘Grant me time until the twentieth so that I may make my report after that.’
Claudius Asklepiades strategos: ‘You have five days in which see to it that he also is searched for.‘ I
read (it).
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